East Baltimore Campus

The victim from the December 10th attempted robbery/carjacking in the Ashland Garage has come forward and has spoken with Corporate Security Personnel and BPD. They have provided the additional information below.

Suspect – one male Juvenile, thin build, black ski mask, white pull over hoodie and blue jeans.

The victim, a JH Affiliate, reported that the suspect approached her from behind and demanded her purse and car keys. The victim reported that she turned and faced the suspect and began to scream, the suspect turned and fled the area using the stairs. The victim stated at no time did the suspect display or imply he had a weapon.

As a result of this incident, yesterday afternoon, Corporate Security deployed additional security resources in and around the Ashland garage, this deployment will remain in place though out the holiday season.

This incident is being actively investigated by Corporate Security and BPD, if you witnessed or have any information regarding this incident please contact Corporate Security at 410-955-5585 or the Baltimore City Police, Eastern District at 410-396-2433.

Corporate Security reminds all of our Faculty, Students and Staff to report suspicious packages, activity or persons to us immediately. Reporting is easy and confidential 24/7! Simply call 410-955-5585 or use the LiveSafe App - Report Tips - button on your smart phone.